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a new york times 2016 notable book robert tombs s momentous the english and their history is both a startlingly fresh and a uniquely inclusive account of the people

who have a claim to be the oldest nation in the world the english first came into existence as an idea before they had a common ruler and before the country they lived

in even had a name they have lasted as a recognizable entity ever since and their defining national institutions can be traced back to the earliest years of their history

the english have come a long way from those first precarious days of invasion and conquest with many spectacular changes of fortune their political economic and

cultural contacts have left traces for good and ill across the world this book describes their history and its meanings from their beginnings in the monasteries of

northumbria and the wetlands of wessex to the cosmopolitan energy of today s england robert tombs draws out important threads running through the story including

participatory government language law religion the land and the sea and ever changing relations with other peoples not the least of these connections are the ways the

english have understood their own history have argued about it forgotten it and yet been shaped by it these diverse and sometimes conflicting understandings are an

inherent part of their identity rather to their surprise as ties within the united kingdom loosen the english are suddenly embarking on a new chapter the english and their

history the first single volume work on this scale for more than half a century and which incorporates a wealth of recent scholarship presents a challenging modern

account of this immense and continuing story bringing out the strength and resilience of english government the deep patterns of division and also the persistent

capacity to come together in the face of danger one striking weaknesses of our financial architecture which helped bring on and perhaps deepen the panic of 2008 is

an inadequate appreciation of the past information about how the system functioned and the reliability of organizations and institutional controls were drawn from a

relatively narrow group of recent examples history and financial crisis lessons from the 20th century is an attempt to broaden the range of historical sources used by

policy makers to understand and treat financial crises many recent discussions of the 2008 panic and the economic turmoil have found the situation to either be

unprecedented or greatly similar to that of 1931 however the book s wide range of contributors suggest that the economic crisis of 2008 cannot be categorised in this

way this book was originally published as a special issue of business history changes in technology and adversary behavior will invariably produce new threats that

must be assessed by defense and homeland security planners an example of such a novel threat is the use of cruise missiles or unmanned aerial vehicles uavs by

terrorist groups individual threats cannot be assessed in isolation however since adversaries always have many options for staging attacks to examine this threat rand

utilized a red analysis of alternatives approach wherein the benefits costs and risks of different options are considered from the point of view of a potential adversary for

several types of attacks the suitability of these systems was compared against other options this approach can help defense planners understand how the capabilities
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that different attack modes provide address key adversary operational problems given the insights this analysis produced about when these systems would likely be

preferred by an attacker rand explored defensive options to address the threat uavs and cruise missiles represent a niche threat within a larger threat context therefore

defenses were sought that provide common protection against both this and other asymmetric threats the monograph concludes with a discussion of cross cutting

lessons about this threat and the assessment of novel threats in general the byzantine world presents the latest insights of the leading scholars in the fields of

byzantine studies history art and architectural history literature and theology those who know little of byzantine history culture and civilization between ad 700 and 1453

will find overviews and distillations while those who know much already will be afforded countless new vistas each chapter offers an innovative approach to a well

known topic or a diversion from a well trodden path readers will be introduced to byzantine women and children men and eunuchs emperors patriarchs aristocrats and

slaves they will explore churches and fortifications monasteries and palaces from constantinople to cyprus and syria in the east and to apulia and venice in the west

secular and sacred art profane and spiritual literature will be revealed to the reader who will be encouraged to read see smell and touch the worlds of byzantine

ceremonial and sanctity liturgy and letters orthodoxy and heresy will be explored by both leading and innovative international scholars ultimately readers will find

insights into the emergence of modern byzantine studies and of popular byzantine history that are informative novel and unexpected and that provide a thorough

understanding of both in today s knowledge driven world innovation and innovation systems have become key policy issues however the extent of knowledge that is

available on these concepts in less developed countries is still relatively low much of what we know about innovation theory and systems has come from the developed

countries and reflects their world view this apparent knowledge deficit has major implications for less developed countries innovation systems and capabilities in

developing regions adds to the growing body of knowledge on developing countries the theoretical and empirical case studies presented here advance the notion that

while developing countries may not engage in frontier research a critical knowledge base upon which these countries compete for global markets is emerging there is

evidence that state and non state actors are increasingly emphasising policies that sit within the framework of national innovation systems this book illuminates this shift

in policy competence at national levels the contributions in this volume highlight the need for thorough understanding of the role of diffusion based innovation linked to

technology transfer and acquisition they also provide empirical evidence on the drivers dynamics and impact of such innovation in developing economies and the

constraints that apply contributors also document the application of the innovation system approach in developing countries as well as the build up and diffusion of

technological capabilities within innovation systems academics higher level students policy makers and practitioners involved with innovation and the economics of

technical change particularly in developing countries will find this a valuable book a follow up publication to the handbook of medieval studies this new reference work

turns to a different focus medieval culture medieval research has grown tremendously in depth and breadth over the last decades particularly our understanding of
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medieval culture of the basic living conditions and the specific value system prevalent at that time has considerably expanded to a point where we are in danger of no

longer seeing the proverbial forest for the trees the present innovative handbook offers compact articles on essential topics ideals specific knowledge and concepts

defining the medieval world as comprehensively as possible the topics covered in this new handbook pertain to issues such as love and marriage belief in god hell and

the devil education lordship and servitude christianity versus judaism and islam health medicine the rural world the rise of the urban class travel roads and bridges

entertainment games and sport activities numbers measuring the education system the papacy saints the senses death and money tracing the path from troy s

destruction to rome s foundation the aeneid explores the transition between past and future as the trojans struggle to found a new city and the narrator sings of his

audience s often painful history memory becomes intertwined with a crucial leitmotif the challenge of being part of a group that survives violence and destruction only to

face the daunting task of remembering what was lost this book offers a new reading of the aeneid that engages with critical work on memory and questions the

prevailing view that aeneas must forget his disastrous history in order to escape from a cycle of loss considering crucial scenes such as aeneas reconstruction of

celaeno s prophecy and his slaying of turnus this book demonstrates that memory in the aeneid is a reconstructive and dynamic process one that offers a social and

narrative mechanism for integrating a traumatic past with an uncertain future after the cold war a new era began in the eurasian region with the countries that gained

their independence from the ussr acquiring a place in the international system after 1991 the absence of strong international gravity in russia increased the positive

relations of many countries with the west as this book shows across the world there are regions caught between identity and power in this respect the ideological origin

of the russian federation s foreign policy goals is connected with its position as a great power on this note the book analyses the great powers challenges in eurasia

within the framework of strategic interests conflict and cooperation from january 1991 through march 1995 the united states conducted numerous incursions into

somalia undertaking a variety of missions and objectives all of the actions had humanitarian elements yet the operations that made up this mosaic of american

involvement ranged from benign to aggressive from purely humanitarian to clearly combative somalia from the sea is an account that attempts to explain and analyze

these actions and place them within the overarching strategic and operational concepts developing in the first years following the end of the cold war introduction

chieftains into ancestors describes the intersection of imperial administration and chieftain dominated local culture in the culturally diverse southwestern region of china

contemplating the rhetorical question of how one can begin to rewrite the story of a conquered people whose past was never transcribed in the first place the authors

combine anthropological fieldwork with historical textual analysis to build a new regional history the postcolonial historical novel is the first systematic work to examine

how the historical novel has been transformed by its appropriation in postcolonial writing it proposes new ways to understand literary realism and explores how the

relationship between history and fiction plays out in contemporary african and australasian writing using a multidisciplinary approach human respiratory viral infections is
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set at the level between the definitive reference work and an essential clinical manual exploring recent advances in human respiratory viral research the text builds on

the basic sciences of epidemiology virology molecular biology and immunology to cover clinical diagnos examining one of the most hotly debated topics in

contemporary politics media and academia the research handbook on populism brings together a diverse range of academics from across the globe to provide a

detailed and comprehensive overview of the developing field of populism research immigration has long shaped us society in fundamental ways with latinos recently

surpassing african americans as the largest minority group in the us attention has been focused on the important implications of immigration for the character and role

of race in us life including patterns of racial inequality and racial identity this insightful new book offers a fresh perspective on immigration and its part in shaping the

racial landscape of the us today moving away from one dimensional views of this relationship it emphasizes the dynamic and mutually formative interactions of race

and immigration drawing on a wide range of studies it explores key aspects of the immigrant experience such as the history of immigration laws the formation of

immigrant occupational niches and developments of immigrant identity and community specific topics covered include the perceived crisis of unauthorized immigration

the growth of an immigrant rights movement the role of immigrant labor in the elder care industry the racial strategies of professional immigrants and the formation of

pan ethnic latino identities written in an engaging and accessible style this book will be invaluable for advanced undergraduate and beginning graduate level courses in

the sociology of immigration race and ethnicity research into the mechanisms and the morality of athenian hegemony is now perhaps livelier than ever of particular

importance are the methods by which athens drew money from the aegean world with which to fund a vast fleet to facilitate her own demokratia and to create ambitious

public buildings still visible today this collection of new studies inspired and guided by an internationally acknowledged authority on ancient finance thomas figueira by

focusing on how athens raised finance sheds light on more familiar questions how oppressive or otherwise was athens to fellow greeks and how did her demands vary

over time contributors here suggest that athens may have exercised hegemonic ambitions for longer than usually thought applying greater experience and more

sensitivity to individual communities 高村美砂氏が 過去の膨大な取材ノートを基に選手やスタッフの 言葉 に焦点を当て クラブの歩みを振り返る jerome kagan examines the basic goals

vocabulary and assumptions of the natural sciences social sciences and humanities summarizing their unique contributions to our understanding of human nature will

be a very useful tool for any student trying to make sense of the vast expanses of contemporary cultural theory and criticism well written and admirably self reflective it

combines rigorous explications and applications of many of the most influential concepts and theorists lawrence grossberg university of north carolina accessible and

insightful throughout offering help to both experienced and inexperienced students of cultural theory highly recommended john storey university of sunderland doing

cultural theory teaches more than just the basics of cultural theory it unpacks its complexities with real life examples and shows readers how to link theory and practice

this book offers accessible introductions to how cultural studies has engaged with key theories in structuralism poststructuralism and postmodernism teaches
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straightforward ways of practising these theories so students learn to think for themselves uses practice boxes to show students how to apply cultural theory in the real

world guides students through the literature with carefully selected further reading recommendation other textbooks only show how others have analyzed and

interpreted the world doing cultural theory takes it a step further and teaches students step by step how to do cultural theory for themselves seeds of sustainability is a

groundbreaking analysis of agricultural development and transitions toward more sustainable management in one region an invaluable resource for researchers

policymakers and students alike it examines new approaches to make agricultural landscapes healthier for both the environment and people the yaqui valley is the

birthplace of the green revolution and one of the most intensive agricultural regions of the world using irrigation fertilizers and other technologies to produce some of the

highest yields of wheat anywhere it also faces resource limitations threats to human health and rapidly changing economic conditions in short the yaqui valley

represents the challenge of modern agriculture how to maintain livelihoods and increase food production while protecting the environment renowned scientist pamela

matson and colleagues from leading institutions in the u s and mexico spent fifteen years in the yaqui valley in sonora mexico addressing this challenge seeds of

sustainability represents the culmination of their research providing unparalleled information about the causes and consequences of current agricultural methods even

more importantly it shows how knowledge can translate into better practices not just in the yaqui valley but throughout the world comparing major league players has

always been a popular topic among baseball fans debating the strengths and weaknesses of such greats as joe dimaggio and ted williams babe ruth and hank aaron

willie mays and mickey mantle or tom seaver and greg maddux continues to stir up controversy among fans eager to champion their heroes in baseball s top 10 bob

kuenster has compiled a ranking of the game s best players by position highlighting the achievements of nearly 300 individuals in addition to the top 10 kuenster

includes honorable mentions players who were considered but didn t make the final list and dishonorable mentions players who were left off the rankings due to alleged

steroid and performance enhancing drug use drawing upon original interviews conducted by the author this ranking reveals the best players in major league history as

seen through the eyes of former players managers and announcers player entries include biographical information individual achievements stats and quotes organized

by position first base second base third base shortstop left field center field right field catcher designated hitters multi position players right handed starting pitchers left

handed starting pitchers and closers 280 outstanding players made the cut as the most elite pitchers hitters and fielders in mlb history baseball s top 10 features

interviews with some of baseball s greatest personalities including players who have since passed such as al lopez bob feller stan musial lou boudreau andy pafko ron

santo harry caray and harry kalas with over 50 photographs and a comprehensive list of suggested titles for further reading this book is sure to interest baseball fans

and historians who love to debate the many outstanding players who have appeared in the major leagues powerfully posing questions of ethics ideology authorship and

form documentary film has never been more popular than it is today edited by one of the leading british authorities in the field the documentary film book is an essential
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guide to current thinking on documentary film in a series of fascinating essays key international experts discuss the theory of documentary outline current

understandings of its history from pre flaherty to the post griersonian world of digital i docs survey documentary production from africa to europe and from the americas

to asia consider documentaries by marginalised minority communities and assess its contribution to other disciplines and arts brought together here in one volume

these scholars offer compelling evidence as to why over the last few decades documentary has come to the centre of screen studies more than ever it feels like cultural

and political divisions over firearms are tearing the united states apart guns are an undeniable and contradictory presence in america both widely owned and

controversial this book does something remarkable it promotes insight over animosity in understanding the complex reality of guns in america it challenges firearms

skeptics entertains enthusiasts and informs the uncommitted by taking readers on a surprising journey inside gun culture a lifelong liberal from the san francisco bay

area david yamane became a new gun owner as a 42 year old and embarked on an immersive twelve year study of american gun culture weaving together his

personal experiences and sociological observations to explain why guns make sense to those who own them he illuminates defensive gun ownership the risk of

negative outcomes associated with firearms and what responsible gun ownership looks like in the twenty first century this book lowers the heat on america s inflamed

arguments about firearms and models the civil discussions we desperately need this book examines the nature and character of naval expeditionary warfare in

particular in peripheral campaigns and the contribution of such campaigns to the achievement of strategic victory naval powers which can lack the massive ground

forces to win in the main theatre often choose a secondary theatre accessible to them by sea and difficult for their enemies to reach by land giving the sea power and

its expeditionary forces the advantage the technical term for these theatres is peripheral operations the subject of peripheral campaigns in naval expeditionary warfare

is central to the british the us and the australian way of war in the past and in the future all three are reluctant to engage large land forces because of the high human

and economic costs instead they rely as much as possible on sea and air power and the latter is most often in the form of carrier based aviation in order to exert

pressure on their enemies they have often opened additional theaters in on going regional and civil wars this book contains thirteen case studies by some of the

foremost naval historians from the united states great britain and australia whose collected case studies examine the most important peripheral operations of the last

two centuries this book will be of much interest to students of naval warfare military history strategic studies and security studies debates on historical and

contemporary racism have recently become the subject of increasing public interest the black lives matter movement as well as the covid 19 pandemic have underlined

the importance and urgent necessity of examining racism in society from a multidisciplinary angle the many facets of racism in the past and present also challenge the

way we deal with history historical culture in a globalized world rather than focusing on the history of ideas and its discursive development this volume will focus on the

practices of actors it examines how and which practices especially practices of comparing are constitutive in the construction of race and manifestations of racism this
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edited volume brings together interdisciplinary contributions from history sociology political science american studies literary studies and media studies an important

focus lies on the social asymmetries created by racialization including inequalities and violence the chapters foreground historical and contemporary practices of racism

and discuss their appearance in different epochs and locations classical literature an introduction provides a series of essays on all the major authors of greek and latin

literature as well as on a number of writers less often read an introductory chapter provides information on important general topics such as poetic metres patronage

and symposia the literature is put in historical context and the material is organized chronologically but also by genre or author as appropriate each section or chapter

has suggestions for further reading the book ranges from homer to the writers of the later roman empire and includes a glossary a chronology of literary and political

events and useful maps showing the origins of ancient writers the collection will be essential for students and others who want a structured and informative introduction

to the literature of the classical world this is the first comprehensive study in english of soviet women who fought against the genocidal misogynist nazi enemy on the

eastern front during the second world war drawing on a vast array of original archival memoir and published sources this book captures the everyday experiences of

soviet women fighting living and dying on the front this fantasy football guide lists every player with full game stats and details all the plays that can be made in the

game pindar s eyes is a ground breaking interdisciplinary exploration of the interactions between greek lyric poetry and visual and material culture in the early fifth

century bce it draws on case studies of classical art and texts to open up analysis of the genre to the wider theme of aesthetic experience in early classical greece with

particular focus on the poetic mechanisms through which pindar s victory odes use visual and material culture to engage their audiences complete readings of nemean

5 nemean 8 and pythian 1 reveal the poet s deep interest in the relations between lyric poetry and commemorative and religious sculpture as well as other significant

visual phenomena while literary studies of his evocation of cultural attitudes through elaborate use of the lyric first person are combined with art historical treatments of

ecphrasis of image and text and of art s framing of ritual experience in ancient greece this specific aesthetic approach is expanded through fresh treatments of

simonides and bacchylides own engagements with material culture as well as an account of pindaric themes in the aeginetan logoi of herodotus histories these come

together to offer not just a novel perspective on the relationship between art and text in pindaric poetry but to give rise to new claims about the nature of classical greek

visuality and ritual subjectivity and to foster a richer understanding of the ways in which classical poetry and art shaped the lives and experiences of its ancient

consumers dust jacket jan a kregel is considered to be the best all round general economist alive g c harcourt this is the first collection of his essays dealing with a

wide range of topics reflecting the incredible depth and breadth of kregel s work these essays focus on the role of finance in development and growth kregel has

expanded minsky s original postulate that in capitalist economies stability engenders instability in international economy and this volume collect s kregel s key works

devoted to financial instability its causes and effects the volume also contains kregel s most recent discussions of the great recession beginning in 2008
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The English and Their History 2015-10-27

a new york times 2016 notable book robert tombs s momentous the english and their history is both a startlingly fresh and a uniquely inclusive account of the people

who have a claim to be the oldest nation in the world the english first came into existence as an idea before they had a common ruler and before the country they lived

in even had a name they have lasted as a recognizable entity ever since and their defining national institutions can be traced back to the earliest years of their history

the english have come a long way from those first precarious days of invasion and conquest with many spectacular changes of fortune their political economic and

cultural contacts have left traces for good and ill across the world this book describes their history and its meanings from their beginnings in the monasteries of

northumbria and the wetlands of wessex to the cosmopolitan energy of today s england robert tombs draws out important threads running through the story including

participatory government language law religion the land and the sea and ever changing relations with other peoples not the least of these connections are the ways the

english have understood their own history have argued about it forgotten it and yet been shaped by it these diverse and sometimes conflicting understandings are an

inherent part of their identity rather to their surprise as ties within the united kingdom loosen the english are suddenly embarking on a new chapter the english and their

history the first single volume work on this scale for more than half a century and which incorporates a wealth of recent scholarship presents a challenging modern

account of this immense and continuing story bringing out the strength and resilience of english government the deep patterns of division and also the persistent

capacity to come together in the face of danger

History and Financial Crisis 2014-06-11

one striking weaknesses of our financial architecture which helped bring on and perhaps deepen the panic of 2008 is an inadequate appreciation of the past information

about how the system functioned and the reliability of organizations and institutional controls were drawn from a relatively narrow group of recent examples history and

financial crisis lessons from the 20th century is an attempt to broaden the range of historical sources used by policy makers to understand and treat financial crises

many recent discussions of the 2008 panic and the economic turmoil have found the situation to either be unprecedented or greatly similar to that of 1931 however the

book s wide range of contributors suggest that the economic crisis of 2008 cannot be categorised in this way this book was originally published as a special issue of

business history
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International Congress Calendar 1990

changes in technology and adversary behavior will invariably produce new threats that must be assessed by defense and homeland security planners an example of

such a novel threat is the use of cruise missiles or unmanned aerial vehicles uavs by terrorist groups individual threats cannot be assessed in isolation however since

adversaries always have many options for staging attacks to examine this threat rand utilized a red analysis of alternatives approach wherein the benefits costs and

risks of different options are considered from the point of view of a potential adversary for several types of attacks the suitability of these systems was compared

against other options this approach can help defense planners understand how the capabilities that different attack modes provide address key adversary operational

problems given the insights this analysis produced about when these systems would likely be preferred by an attacker rand explored defensive options to address the

threat uavs and cruise missiles represent a niche threat within a larger threat context therefore defenses were sought that provide common protection against both this

and other asymmetric threats the monograph concludes with a discussion of cross cutting lessons about this threat and the assessment of novel threats in general

Montana Code Annotated 2017

the byzantine world presents the latest insights of the leading scholars in the fields of byzantine studies history art and architectural history literature and theology those

who know little of byzantine history culture and civilization between ad 700 and 1453 will find overviews and distillations while those who know much already will be

afforded countless new vistas each chapter offers an innovative approach to a well known topic or a diversion from a well trodden path readers will be introduced to

byzantine women and children men and eunuchs emperors patriarchs aristocrats and slaves they will explore churches and fortifications monasteries and palaces from

constantinople to cyprus and syria in the east and to apulia and venice in the west secular and sacred art profane and spiritual literature will be revealed to the reader

who will be encouraged to read see smell and touch the worlds of byzantine ceremonial and sanctity liturgy and letters orthodoxy and heresy will be explored by both

leading and innovative international scholars ultimately readers will find insights into the emergence of modern byzantine studies and of popular byzantine history that

are informative novel and unexpected and that provide a thorough understanding of both
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Evaluating Novel Threats to the Homeland 2008-03-17

in today s knowledge driven world innovation and innovation systems have become key policy issues however the extent of knowledge that is available on these

concepts in less developed countries is still relatively low much of what we know about innovation theory and systems has come from the developed countries and

reflects their world view this apparent knowledge deficit has major implications for less developed countries innovation systems and capabilities in developing regions

adds to the growing body of knowledge on developing countries the theoretical and empirical case studies presented here advance the notion that while developing

countries may not engage in frontier research a critical knowledge base upon which these countries compete for global markets is emerging there is evidence that state

and non state actors are increasingly emphasising policies that sit within the framework of national innovation systems this book illuminates this shift in policy

competence at national levels the contributions in this volume highlight the need for thorough understanding of the role of diffusion based innovation linked to

technology transfer and acquisition they also provide empirical evidence on the drivers dynamics and impact of such innovation in developing economies and the

constraints that apply contributors also document the application of the innovation system approach in developing countries as well as the build up and diffusion of

technological capabilities within innovation systems academics higher level students policy makers and practitioners involved with innovation and the economics of

technical change particularly in developing countries will find this a valuable book

The Byzantine World 2010-12-20

a follow up publication to the handbook of medieval studies this new reference work turns to a different focus medieval culture medieval research has grown

tremendously in depth and breadth over the last decades particularly our understanding of medieval culture of the basic living conditions and the specific value system

prevalent at that time has considerably expanded to a point where we are in danger of no longer seeing the proverbial forest for the trees the present innovative

handbook offers compact articles on essential topics ideals specific knowledge and concepts defining the medieval world as comprehensively as possible the topics

covered in this new handbook pertain to issues such as love and marriage belief in god hell and the devil education lordship and servitude christianity versus judaism

and islam health medicine the rural world the rise of the urban class travel roads and bridges entertainment games and sport activities numbers measuring the

education system the papacy saints the senses death and money
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Innovation Systems and Capabilities in Developing Regions 2016-05-23

tracing the path from troy s destruction to rome s foundation the aeneid explores the transition between past and future as the trojans struggle to found a new city and

the narrator sings of his audience s often painful history memory becomes intertwined with a crucial leitmotif the challenge of being part of a group that survives

violence and destruction only to face the daunting task of remembering what was lost this book offers a new reading of the aeneid that engages with critical work on

memory and questions the prevailing view that aeneas must forget his disastrous history in order to escape from a cycle of loss considering crucial scenes such as

aeneas reconstruction of celaeno s prophecy and his slaying of turnus this book demonstrates that memory in the aeneid is a reconstructive and dynamic process one

that offers a social and narrative mechanism for integrating a traumatic past with an uncertain future

International African Bibliography 1991

after the cold war a new era began in the eurasian region with the countries that gained their independence from the ussr acquiring a place in the international system

after 1991 the absence of strong international gravity in russia increased the positive relations of many countries with the west as this book shows across the world

there are regions caught between identity and power in this respect the ideological origin of the russian federation s foreign policy goals is connected with its position as

a great power on this note the book analyses the great powers challenges in eurasia within the framework of strategic interests conflict and cooperation

Handbook of Medieval Culture 2015-08-31

from january 1991 through march 1995 the united states conducted numerous incursions into somalia undertaking a variety of missions and objectives all of the actions

had humanitarian elements yet the operations that made up this mosaic of american involvement ranged from benign to aggressive from purely humanitarian to clearly

combative somalia from the sea is an account that attempts to explain and analyze these actions and place them within the overarching strategic and operational

concepts developing in the first years following the end of the cold war introduction
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Memory in Vergil's Aeneid 2013-09-12

chieftains into ancestors describes the intersection of imperial administration and chieftain dominated local culture in the culturally diverse southwestern region of china

contemplating the rhetorical question of how one can begin to rewrite the story of a conquered people whose past was never transcribed in the first place the authors

combine anthropological fieldwork with historical textual analysis to build a new regional history

Russia-Eurasia Relations 2023-04-03

the postcolonial historical novel is the first systematic work to examine how the historical novel has been transformed by its appropriation in postcolonial writing it

proposes new ways to understand literary realism and explores how the relationship between history and fiction plays out in contemporary african and australasian

writing

Somalia ... from the Sea 2009

using a multidisciplinary approach human respiratory viral infections is set at the level between the definitive reference work and an essential clinical manual exploring

recent advances in human respiratory viral research the text builds on the basic sciences of epidemiology virology molecular biology and immunology to cover clinical

diagnos

Chieftains Into Ancestors 2013

examining one of the most hotly debated topics in contemporary politics media and academia the research handbook on populism brings together a diverse range of

academics from across the globe to provide a detailed and comprehensive overview of the developing field of populism research
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The Postcolonial Historical Novel 2014-10-17

immigration has long shaped us society in fundamental ways with latinos recently surpassing african americans as the largest minority group in the us attention has

been focused on the important implications of immigration for the character and role of race in us life including patterns of racial inequality and racial identity this

insightful new book offers a fresh perspective on immigration and its part in shaping the racial landscape of the us today moving away from one dimensional views of

this relationship it emphasizes the dynamic and mutually formative interactions of race and immigration drawing on a wide range of studies it explores key aspects of

the immigrant experience such as the history of immigration laws the formation of immigrant occupational niches and developments of immigrant identity and community

specific topics covered include the perceived crisis of unauthorized immigration the growth of an immigrant rights movement the role of immigrant labor in the elder care

industry the racial strategies of professional immigrants and the formation of pan ethnic latino identities written in an engaging and accessible style this book will be

invaluable for advanced undergraduate and beginning graduate level courses in the sociology of immigration race and ethnicity

Human Respiratory Viral Infections 2014-06-23

research into the mechanisms and the morality of athenian hegemony is now perhaps livelier than ever of particular importance are the methods by which athens drew

money from the aegean world with which to fund a vast fleet to facilitate her own demokratia and to create ambitious public buildings still visible today this collection of

new studies inspired and guided by an internationally acknowledged authority on ancient finance thomas figueira by focusing on how athens raised finance sheds light

on more familiar questions how oppressive or otherwise was athens to fellow greeks and how did her demands vary over time contributors here suggest that athens

may have exercised hegemonic ambitions for longer than usually thought applying greater experience and more sensitivity to individual communities

Research Handbook on Populism 2024-03-14

高村美砂氏が 過去の膨大な取材ノートを基に選手やスタッフの 言葉 に焦点を当て クラブの歩みを振り返る
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The Writers Directory 2013

jerome kagan examines the basic goals vocabulary and assumptions of the natural sciences social sciences and humanities summarizing their unique contributions to

our understanding of human nature

Race and Immigration 2014

will be a very useful tool for any student trying to make sense of the vast expanses of contemporary cultural theory and criticism well written and admirably self

reflective it combines rigorous explications and applications of many of the most influential concepts and theorists lawrence grossberg university of north carolina

accessible and insightful throughout offering help to both experienced and inexperienced students of cultural theory highly recommended john storey university of

sunderland doing cultural theory teaches more than just the basics of cultural theory it unpacks its complexities with real life examples and shows readers how to link

theory and practice this book offers accessible introductions to how cultural studies has engaged with key theories in structuralism poststructuralism and postmodernism

teaches straightforward ways of practising these theories so students learn to think for themselves uses practice boxes to show students how to apply cultural theory in

the real world guides students through the literature with carefully selected further reading recommendation other textbooks only show how others have analyzed and

interpreted the world doing cultural theory takes it a step further and teaches students step by step how to do cultural theory for themselves

Membership Directory and Handbook 2008

seeds of sustainability is a groundbreaking analysis of agricultural development and transitions toward more sustainable management in one region an invaluable

resource for researchers policymakers and students alike it examines new approaches to make agricultural landscapes healthier for both the environment and people

the yaqui valley is the birthplace of the green revolution and one of the most intensive agricultural regions of the world using irrigation fertilizers and other technologies

to produce some of the highest yields of wheat anywhere it also faces resource limitations threats to human health and rapidly changing economic conditions in short

the yaqui valley represents the challenge of modern agriculture how to maintain livelihoods and increase food production while protecting the environment renowned

scientist pamela matson and colleagues from leading institutions in the u s and mexico spent fifteen years in the yaqui valley in sonora mexico addressing this
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challenge seeds of sustainability represents the culmination of their research providing unparalleled information about the causes and consequences of current

agricultural methods even more importantly it shows how knowledge can translate into better practices not just in the yaqui valley but throughout the world

Hegemonic Finances 2019-09-30

comparing major league players has always been a popular topic among baseball fans debating the strengths and weaknesses of such greats as joe dimaggio and ted

williams babe ruth and hank aaron willie mays and mickey mantle or tom seaver and greg maddux continues to stir up controversy among fans eager to champion their

heroes in baseball s top 10 bob kuenster has compiled a ranking of the game s best players by position highlighting the achievements of nearly 300 individuals in

addition to the top 10 kuenster includes honorable mentions players who were considered but didn t make the final list and dishonorable mentions players who were left

off the rankings due to alleged steroid and performance enhancing drug use drawing upon original interviews conducted by the author this ranking reveals the best

players in major league history as seen through the eyes of former players managers and announcers player entries include biographical information individual

achievements stats and quotes organized by position first base second base third base shortstop left field center field right field catcher designated hitters multi position

players right handed starting pitchers left handed starting pitchers and closers 280 outstanding players made the cut as the most elite pitchers hitters and fielders in mlb

history baseball s top 10 features interviews with some of baseball s greatest personalities including players who have since passed such as al lopez bob feller stan

musial lou boudreau andy pafko ron santo harry caray and harry kalas with over 50 photographs and a comprehensive list of suggested titles for further reading this

book is sure to interest baseball fans and historians who love to debate the many outstanding players who have appeared in the major leagues

ガンバ大阪30年のものがたり 2021-11-24

powerfully posing questions of ethics ideology authorship and form documentary film has never been more popular than it is today edited by one of the leading british

authorities in the field the documentary film book is an essential guide to current thinking on documentary film in a series of fascinating essays key international experts

discuss the theory of documentary outline current understandings of its history from pre flaherty to the post griersonian world of digital i docs survey documentary

production from africa to europe and from the americas to asia consider documentaries by marginalised minority communities and assess its contribution to other

disciplines and arts brought together here in one volume these scholars offer compelling evidence as to why over the last few decades documentary has come to the
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centre of screen studies

The Three Cultures 2009-04-27

more than ever it feels like cultural and political divisions over firearms are tearing the united states apart guns are an undeniable and contradictory presence in

america both widely owned and controversial this book does something remarkable it promotes insight over animosity in understanding the complex reality of guns in

america it challenges firearms skeptics entertains enthusiasts and informs the uncommitted by taking readers on a surprising journey inside gun culture a lifelong liberal

from the san francisco bay area david yamane became a new gun owner as a 42 year old and embarked on an immersive twelve year study of american gun culture

weaving together his personal experiences and sociological observations to explain why guns make sense to those who own them he illuminates defensive gun

ownership the risk of negative outcomes associated with firearms and what responsible gun ownership looks like in the twenty first century this book lowers the heat on

america s inflamed arguments about firearms and models the civil discussions we desperately need

Doing Cultural Theory 2012-03-26

this book examines the nature and character of naval expeditionary warfare in particular in peripheral campaigns and the contribution of such campaigns to the

achievement of strategic victory naval powers which can lack the massive ground forces to win in the main theatre often choose a secondary theatre accessible to them

by sea and difficult for their enemies to reach by land giving the sea power and its expeditionary forces the advantage the technical term for these theatres is peripheral

operations the subject of peripheral campaigns in naval expeditionary warfare is central to the british the us and the australian way of war in the past and in the future

all three are reluctant to engage large land forces because of the high human and economic costs instead they rely as much as possible on sea and air power and the

latter is most often in the form of carrier based aviation in order to exert pressure on their enemies they have often opened additional theaters in on going regional and

civil wars this book contains thirteen case studies by some of the foremost naval historians from the united states great britain and australia whose collected case

studies examine the most important peripheral operations of the last two centuries this book will be of much interest to students of naval warfare military history

strategic studies and security studies
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Seeds of Sustainability 2012-09-26

debates on historical and contemporary racism have recently become the subject of increasing public interest the black lives matter movement as well as the covid 19

pandemic have underlined the importance and urgent necessity of examining racism in society from a multidisciplinary angle the many facets of racism in the past and

present also challenge the way we deal with history historical culture in a globalized world rather than focusing on the history of ideas and its discursive development

this volume will focus on the practices of actors it examines how and which practices especially practices of comparing are constitutive in the construction of race and

manifestations of racism this edited volume brings together interdisciplinary contributions from history sociology political science american studies literary studies and

media studies an important focus lies on the social asymmetries created by racialization including inequalities and violence the chapters foreground historical and

contemporary practices of racism and discuss their appearance in different epochs and locations

Baseball's Top 10 2015-03-26

classical literature an introduction provides a series of essays on all the major authors of greek and latin literature as well as on a number of writers less often read an

introductory chapter provides information on important general topics such as poetic metres patronage and symposia the literature is put in historical context and the

material is organized chronologically but also by genre or author as appropriate each section or chapter has suggestions for further reading the book ranges from

homer to the writers of the later roman empire and includes a glossary a chronology of literary and political events and useful maps showing the origins of ancient

writers the collection will be essential for students and others who want a structured and informative introduction to the literature of the classical world

The Documentary Film Book 2019-07-25

this is the first comprehensive study in english of soviet women who fought against the genocidal misogynist nazi enemy on the eastern front during the second world

war drawing on a vast array of original archival memoir and published sources this book captures the everyday experiences of soviet women fighting living and dying

on the front
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Gun Curious 2024-06-15

this fantasy football guide lists every player with full game stats and details all the plays that can be made in the game

Host Bibliographic Record for Boundwith Item Barcode 30112033097202 and Others 2013

pindar s eyes is a ground breaking interdisciplinary exploration of the interactions between greek lyric poetry and visual and material culture in the early fifth century bce

it draws on case studies of classical art and texts to open up analysis of the genre to the wider theme of aesthetic experience in early classical greece with particular

focus on the poetic mechanisms through which pindar s victory odes use visual and material culture to engage their audiences complete readings of nemean 5 nemean

8 and pythian 1 reveal the poet s deep interest in the relations between lyric poetry and commemorative and religious sculpture as well as other significant visual

phenomena while literary studies of his evocation of cultural attitudes through elaborate use of the lyric first person are combined with art historical treatments of

ecphrasis of image and text and of art s framing of ritual experience in ancient greece this specific aesthetic approach is expanded through fresh treatments of

simonides and bacchylides own engagements with material culture as well as an account of pindaric themes in the aeginetan logoi of herodotus histories these come

together to offer not just a novel perspective on the relationship between art and text in pindaric poetry but to give rise to new claims about the nature of classical greek

visuality and ritual subjectivity and to foster a richer understanding of the ways in which classical poetry and art shaped the lives and experiences of its ancient

consumers dust jacket

Naval Power and Expeditionary Wars 2010-12-09

jan a kregel is considered to be the best all round general economist alive g c harcourt this is the first collection of his essays dealing with a wide range of topics

reflecting the incredible depth and breadth of kregel s work these essays focus on the role of finance in development and growth kregel has expanded minsky s original

postulate that in capitalist economies stability engenders instability in international economy and this volume collect s kregel s key works devoted to financial instability

its causes and effects the volume also contains kregel s most recent discussions of the great recession beginning in 2008
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Racializing Humankind: Interdisciplinary Perspectives on Practices of 'Race' and Racism 2022-02-14

Moody's International Manual 1998

Classical Literature 2011-05-10

Soviet Women on the Frontline in the Second World War 2012-06-26

Paperbound Books in Print 1992

Madden NFL 07 2006-08-22

Know Him, Know His Works 2009

Minnesota Statutes 2014
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